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Creative Engineering Design
Quick Look
Grade Level: 9 (9-12)
Choose From: 0 lessons and 6 activities
Subject Areas: Science and Technology

The Engineering Design Process remains an important part of an engineering project
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Summary
Students are introduced to the world of creative engineering product design. Through six activities,
teams work through the steps of the engineering design process (or loop) by completing an actual
design challenge presented in seven steps. The project challenge is left up to the teacher or class
to determine; it might be one decided by the teacher, brainstormed with the class, or the example
provided (to design a prosthetic arm that can perform a mechanical function). As students begin by
defining the problem, they learn to recognize the need, identify a target population, relate to the
project, and identify its requirements and constraints. Then they conduct research, brainstorm
alternative solutions, evaluate possible solutions, create and test prototypes, and improve and
redesign before manufacturing. See the Unit Schedule section for a list of example design project
topics.
This engineering curriculum aligns to Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).

Engineering Connection
The field of engineering is all encompassing in its subject matter and real-world challenges. Yet,
engineers of all disciplines have in common certain approaches—teamwork, brainstorming,
problem defining with requirements and constraints, the iterative steps of the design process,
testing and analysis, prototyping, production and communication. All engineers use some form of
the steps of the engineering design process to organize their ideas, and test and refine potential
solutions to real-life challenges. Engineers must gain an understanding of all the contextual factors
of a particular design challenge—need for the project, relevant social, ethical, environmental and
economic conditions of the target population, system integration, and project needs and limitations.
Working through all the technical and non-technical issues helps engineers generate useful,
appropriate and successful design solutions.

Unit Overview
Students learn about the cycle of product design through six activities that follow the seven steps
of a simplified engineering design process. The activity topics are: 1) identify the need and define
the problem; 2) conduct background research, such as an idea web, internet patent search,
standards and codes search, reverse engineering, and user interviews; 3) brainstorm and develop
ideas and possible solutions; 4) evaluate alternatives and select the most promising solution using
engineering analysis; 5) construct and test prototypes; and 6) improve and redesign as well as
manufacture final products.
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Educational Standards
See individual lessons and activities for standards alignment.

Unit Schedule
The structure of this unit has been successfully taught to high school students by various
instructors with various design challenge topics. For example, the unit has been scaled as a 13week high school technical elective, concluding with a Design Expo attended by student families
and peers, and as a high school summer camp and a high school/college bridge program,
condensed into five days and five weeks, respectively.
Example design project topics taught with this unit structure include:
house design with elements inspired by nature (biomimicry)
assistive technology devices
towers (tested in a university smash lab)
amusement park rides
daylighting modifications to existing interior spaces
interactive table-top educational exhibits
various solar and water technologies for use by a hypothetical developing community

Worksheets and Attachments
https://www.teachengineering.org/curricularunits/view/cub_creative_curricularunit
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Engineering Design Quiz (docx)
Engineering Design Quiz (pdf)
Engineering Design Quiz Answers (docx)
Engineering Design Quiz Answers (pdf)
Visit [www.teachengineering.org/curricularunits/view/cub_creative_curricularunit] to print or download.

Assessment
Pre/Post Unit Quiz: To conduct an overall pre/post assessment of the unit (six activities),
administer the Engineering Design Quiz to the class before beginning any discussion about
engineering design. Then, after completion of activity 6, administer the same quiz to the same
students and compare pre- to post- scores to gauge the impact of the curricular unit on students'
learning.

Other Related Information
Optional: Show students the What Is Engineering? video.

Copyright
© 2009 by Regents of the University of Colorado

Contributors
See individual activities

Supporting Program
Integrated Teaching and Learning Program, College of Engineering, University of Colorado Boulder
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